“Omnivore” a word that is composed from two Latin
words omni, meaning “all, everything,” and vorare,
meaning “to devour.” We know that a person called
‘‘omnivore” nowadays is someone willing to eat all
kinds of foods and is not a vegetarian or a vegan or on
other kind of special diet. And the “physiological meaning is used to specify species that have the capability
to obtain energy and nutrients from both plant and animal matter.”
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Zones

For the NATURAL COLLABORATOR - “feed up’’ camp
Many to Many
For the SMALL TEAM PLAYER - “feed up” camp Few to
Few
For the SMALL PRESENTER - “feed up” camp One to
Few
For the KNOWLEDGE SHARER - “feed up” camp One to
Many
For the INDIVIDUAL PLAYER -“feed up” camp Solo
The first three camps represent the studying pods of
the ‘Brief’, the ONE TO MANY camp is dedicated to
the meeting and seminar space, the SOLO camp is the
studying oasis in which each individual can immerse in
their own way of learning.
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So, why “OMNIVORE”?..
The concept of “place” is broadly defined, but it’s vital
to how and where we live our lives. The new generation students and users, interact with culture that is INSTANTANEOUS, has a continious communication and
a constant access of information. The immense activity
and needs suggest a new vision of the surroundings
where youngs spent time. The new generation is a multitask generation, it is capable to gain and use everything for its inspiration - so, all these considerations the
new library should posses, it has to have the ability to
FEED the visitor by giving him the opportunity of FREE
EXPOSING its SET of visions, works, needs and preferences - shared or not. This makes it all the more important that students find a place to have their needs met
that is readily available and also free of stress.
This idea is integrated within the project by creating a
free central area - a community gathering point, or the
actual OMNIVORE, from there the students will have
the opportunity to follow and ‘‘feed’’ their preferencess
through series of estimated zones called - “feed up”
camps. They are created around the central community
space embraced by light semi-transparent fabric, and
represent different types of activities correspoding to
the new generation learning preferences :
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In this dense information society it becomes increasingly important that there are milieus able to induce a
sense of contemplation and reflection. Following this,
the library has become also a social meeting place,
a place where we interact, share, communicate and
learn through this.
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Elements ‘Solo Camp’:

Type 1 ‘seated’

Type 2 ‘casual’

